I SEE WONDER SCAVENGER HUNT
A few tIps before you get Started: Pay closE attEntion to What you see. Each clue is
numbered so make sure yOu go iN order. The below Directions will help you navigatE
across the Smithsonian LibraRies collections.
Good luck, and let us know @SILibraries if you found out #wheredidwondergo?

Start with WONDER's page, the rhinoceros,
located in the Mammals Collection.

In the top left, click on the paperclip icon. If there is
a 3 next to the paperclip, you know you are on
track to finding a clue. Every I See Wonder image
has 2 additional bits (notes and quiz) but clue
images have a 3rd icon!
In the top left, click on the dropped pin icon. This
will reveal the clue. Each clue directs you toward
another image in the I See Wonder collection. On
each image you will need to navigate to the
dropped pin to find the clue.
Each image with a clue also has a bullseye icon
imbedded on the image. This is to let you know
you are on the right track and will reveal the above
poem about WONDER missing. It is the same
poem on every clue image.
Once you read the clue, click the window pane
icon (the one on the left) on the bottom of the page
to navigate back to the entire collection. Each
collection only has one clue. Once you read your
clue it is time to move on to the next collection.

To get back to all of the 22 collections and find
your next clue, click on the Smithsonian Libraries
name toward the top on the left.

Here you can see all of the collections. Hover over
each one to see the name, this might be helpful in
locating your next clue. Happy hunting, and help
us find out #wheredidwondergo?

Need a hint, have a question, or a suggestion? Let us know at cardellos@si.edu

